
AN APPLICATION OF E. H. MOORE'S DETERMINANT 
OF A HERMITIAN MATRIX* 

N. JACOBSON 

E. H. Moore defined a determinant for any hermitian matrix with 
elements in a "number system of type 5."f In more descriptive lan
guage, a system $ of this type may be characterized as a quasi-field 
of characteristic not equal to 2 in which there is defined an involu-
torial anti-automorphism or involution a—>d : 

a + b = â + 5, ab = bâ, 3 = a, 

such that the symmetric elements (a = a) are contained in the center. 
I t follows readily that <£ is either commutative with â = # , a quadratic 
field over the field of symmetric elements, or a generalized quaternion 
algebra over this field. An examination of Moore's theory of deter
minants shows that it is entirely integral, and hence it is valid if $ 
is any ring with an identity in which there is a unique element 1/2 
such tha t 2(1/2) = 1/2 + 1 / 2 = 1 and which has an involution a—>d 
whose symmetric elements are in the center T of <£>. 

The uniqueness of 1/2 implies its symmetry. If 2a^=a+a = 0, then 
0 = (a+a)/2=a/2+a/2 = (l/2 + l/2)a = a. Let 2 and P respectively 
denote the sets of symmetric and of skew elements ( â= —a) of <£. 
Then 2 and P are subgroups under the operation + . If b e 2 nP , 
b = —by 2b = 0, and hence b = 0. For any a we have 

a = \(a + a) + \{a — a) = Sa + Va, 

where Sa e 2 , Va t P. Thus the additive group of $ is a direct sum of 
2 and P. We call Sa and Va respectively the scalar and the vector 
parts of a. Now S is a subring of I \ and P is closed under multiplica
tion by elements in S and under commutation [u, v]=uv — vu. Hence, 
for any two elements a, 6, [a, b] = [Va, Vb] e P. Thus 5[a, b] = 0 and 
since, in general, S(a-{-b) =Sa-{-Sbf Sab = Sba. Moreover, ad and âa 
are symmetric, aâ — âa skew. Hence aâ = âa. As usual we call this 
element, the norm of a, Na and note that Nab = (Na)(Nb). Any ele
ment a satisfies a quadratic equation with coefficients in 2 , namely, 

x2 - (2Sa)x + Na = 0. 

* Presented to the Society, February 25, 1939. 
t See Moore and Barnard, General Analysis I, American Philosophical Society 

Publication, chap. 2. We refer to this volume as M-B. 
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Thus all the properties noted in M-B, page 103, which do not involve 
inverses hold in the present case. 

We consider the ring <ï>n of w-rowed square matrices with elements 
in <£. The correspondence A = (a»,-)—>A'= (&»•ƒ), where &l? = % is an 
involution in <3>n. As is customary, we call the symmetric elements 
(A' = A) under this involution hermitian and we denote their totality 
as H. If A, B are in H, X arbitrary, then A±B, AB+BA and X'AX 
are in H. 

Suppose A = (an) is hermitian. If a is a set of distinct indices in 
the range 1, • • • , n and ƒ is in cr, we define 

s« = ]C ("" ^^fh^hihi ' ' - ahr_lhrahrf, 

summed on all permutations of the indices hi of a which are not equal 
t o / . I t can be shown that s„ is in 2 and does not depend on the par
ticular index ƒ selected in o\* Moore's determinant is defined as 

detM A = ]T) sais„z - - - s,k, 

summed on all partitions of 1, • • • , n into disjoint sets &i. The proofs 
in M-B, pages 110-123, are valid for the present case. We require in 
particular the existence of the adjoint, that is, a certain hermitian 
matrix adJM-4 whose elements are polynomials of (n— l)st degree in 
those of A, such tha t 

A (did]M A) = (sidJM A)A = (detM-4)1, 

where 1 is the identity matrix. I t follows from this as usual that A 
satisfies its characteristic equation detjjf(xl — A) = 0 of nth degree in x 
with coefficients in S that are polynomials in the elements of the 
matrix A. f 

We now apply this result to ordinary matrix theory. Let S be any 
field of characteristic not equal to 2, S2n the 2w-rowed matrix ring 
over S and Q the matrix 

- a :> 
The correspondence A—^Q~XA 'Q is an involution in ^n and, if 

* M-B, p. 114. 
f See, for example, Wedderburn, Lectures on Matrices, p. 23, or Albert, Modern 

Higher Algebra, p. 78. Compare also M-B, p. 128. 
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-o-The correspondence a—>d is an involution in <£ = 22 satisfying the 
above conditions, and A-*Q-XA'Q is equivalent to A = (a,-,-)—>-4'. 
Hence, if 4̂ is symmetric in the sense that Ç~1^4,o = -4 ( -4 '=4) , the 
above result shows that A satisfies an equation of the wth degree in x 
with coefficients which are polynomials in the elements ce, /3, • • • . 

Now suppose R is any nonsingular matrix such that R' — — R. If B 
satisfies R~lB^R — B and V is any matrix, 

(V'RV)-\V-lBVy(V'RV) = V~lBV. 

We may choose V so that V'RV^Q as above.* Thus A = V~lBV is 
symmetric with respect to the involution A—*A'. Hence B satisfies 
an equation 0(#; a, j3, • • • ) of the nth degree with coefficients poly
nomials in the elements of B. Let f(x; a, fi, • • • ) be the ordinary 
characteristic polynomial and yp(x\ a, j8, • • • ) the minimum poly
nomial obtained when we regard the elements a, j8, • • • in the general 
matrix satisfying our condition as indeterminates. f As is well known, 
f(x) and 4>(x) are divisible by \f/(x) and f(x) and \{/(x) have the same 
irreducible factors. 

We now choose W so that 

/ 0 1A 
W'RW = S = ( ), 

\ - l „ 0 / ' 

where l n is the identity in 2 n . Then C = 
If 

W- 1^ IF satisfies 5- 1 C'5 = C. 

* Wedderburn, p. 96 or Albert, p. 108, loc. cit. 
f The conditions on A — V~lBV are a»* = o^ l 2 and a/» = ât/, *?£ƒ. We regard an 

and the elements of an, i<j as indeterminates. If we replace 2 by the polynomial 
ring obtained by adjoining these indeterminates to S, we obtain as before </>(#)= 0. 
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c-(L M), 

L, M, and so on, being in 2 n , it follows that M'= -M, N'= -N, 
P = L' and conversely any matrix of this form satisfies the condition. 
If we specialize the indeterminates so that M = N = 0, we obtain a 
matrix with irreducible minimum polynomial of degree n. It follows 
that \p(x) for the general matrix has degree not less than n and hence 
\p(x) =0(x) and f(x) = [(t>(x)]2. 

THEOREM. If B is a matrix of 2n rows and columns with elements in a 
field of characteristic not equal to 2 such that R~1B'R = B, where R is any 
non-singular skew symmetric matrix, then the characteristic polynomial 
f(x) of B has the form [</>(x)]2, where the coefficients of <j>(x) are polyno
mials in the elements of B and cf>(B) = 0. If the elements of the general 
matrix B are regarded as indeterminates, then cj>(x) is irreducible. 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

THE EULER-MACLAURIN SUMMATION FORMULA* 

TOMLINSON FORT 

In this paper an extension of the classical Euler-Maclaurin summa
tion formulât is made to multiple sums. Bernoulli polynomials and 
numbers of higher order as defined by Nörlund Î enter into the for
mula and Bernoulli numbers of negative order enter into the proof. 
Nörlund obtains § a formula for </>(x+co) in terms of Bernoulli num
bers of higher order, and this is called by him an extension of the 
Euler-Maclaurin formula. His formula permits the ready building up 
of a simple sum. This is not true, however, of a multiple sum. 
Stefïensen|| calls attention to the fact that a multiple sum can be 
reduced by summation by parts to a simple sum and the Euler-
Maclaurin formula for the simple sum used. However, the function 
to be summed is changed by his suggested transformation and he 
develops no general formula, nor does he suggest the use of Bernoulli 
numbers of higher order. 

The formula developed in the present paper is equally as easy of 

* Presented to the Society, October 29, 1938. 
t See, for example, D. Seliwanoflf, Lehrbuch der Differenzenrechnung, p. 48, where 

it is called the Euler sum formula. It is sometimes also called the Maclaurin sum 
formula. See W. B. Ford, Studies on Divergent Series and Summability. 

% N. E. Nörlund, Differ enzenrechnung, p. 129. 
§ Loc. cit., p. 160. 
|| J. F. Steffensen, Interpolation, p. 136. 


